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unfair these disparities in opportunities for political influence and power are, abolishing or even significantly reducing them is difficult if not outright quixotic. Instead of starting from this perhaps justifiable egalitarian ideal, I argue for a weaker claim that is more easily implementable and closer to contemporary reality in Western democracies, that everyone deserves a right to some minimal level of opportunity to politically influence others. My point is not that this minimal opportunity to politically influence others is the most democratic option available, far from it. Rather, my point is that this minimal opportunity is necessary for democracy, and, second that even with this minimal starting point, a robust list of rights follows.  Before reaching, and as a route to, that claim, we should examine political influence and power in more detail. Specifically, three distinct questions arise from this discussion. 1. What should the minimal level of opportunity to exercise political influence be for every citizen in order to qualify as a democracy? 2. How should the opportunity for unequal political influence be allocated in a democracy? 3. What should the limits of individual and collective political power in a democracy be? (Beetham 1999: 93‐4) I focus on questions (1.) and (2.), although the answer of (1.) obviously affects the answer to question 3. For instance, if everyone deserves, at a minimum, the right to vote (1.), then the limits of collective power (3.) would be set in at least this one way. 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types of nonviolent offenses that affect large numbers of people (Starr 2007; Marcus 2003). These policies would ameliorate the resource curse because they would increase the ICC’s deterrence capabilities, contingent on better enforcement of its arrest warrants.  Global accountability deficits persist which are widespread, acute, and threaten the lives of many.  Accountability gaps are present with respect to global democracy (Dahl 1999; Goodhart 2008; Goodin 2007; Gould 2004: Chapter 7), global governance (Grant and Keohane 2005), foreign aid (Wenar 2006), the UN and international economic sanctions (Gordon 2006), and international law (Altman and Wellman 2004; Drumbl 2007; Rubenstein 2007).7 Not only do pernicious gaps in global accountability persist, but also often the accountability mechanisms that do exist place the power of accountability in the hands of people who are not the agents most affected by decisions of institutions.  This can create perverse incentives (Goodin 2007; Grant and Keohane 2005; Rubenstein 2007). For example, while many protesters claim that the World Trade Organization (WTO), World Bank, or International Monetary Fund (IMF) are not accountable, Grant and Keohane note that, in fact, those institutions are highly accountable, but not to the people who are affected by their policies. They are primarily accountable to the states that finance them, especially the United States.  Some might object that having globally unaccountable leaders is exactly how the world should be because states should be sovereign and therefore state leaders                                                         7 Lacking accountability is not always cause for concern – for example, not electing Supreme Court justices 
can be beneficial for the rule of law and hence for increasing accountability (Hamilton 1778 [2003]: 















8 For an argument that the ICC’s first case, that of the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) in Uganda, may not 








9 I assume that everyone is under the ICC’s jurisdiction since the treaty came into effect on July 1, 2002, 






11 I italicize what are for my argument the vital words or sections of the Rome Statute and all the following 





12 Accessed online at http://www.oed.com and the definition quoted is from section 1.a. 
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1. Unless otherwise provided, a person shall be criminally responsible and liable for punishment for a crime within the jurisdiction of the Court only if the material elements are committed with intent and knowledge. 2. For the purposes of this article, a person has intent where:             (a) In relation to conduct, that person means to engage in the conduct;  (b) In relation to a consequence, that person means to cause that consequence or is aware that it will occur in the ordinary course of events. 3. For the purposes of this article, knowledge means awareness that a circumstance exists or a consequence will occur in the ordinary course of events.  To be legally responsible, a person must have both intent and knowledge, which seems at first to significantly raise the bar for liability (see May 2005: 124‐132).  Note, however, that intent, like attack, is defined unusually.  A person must mean to engage in some conduct, but the second half of Article 30, 2. (b), reads that someone must simply be “aware that it [a consequence] will occur in the ordinary course of events.” Intent, here, just means being aware that an action will cause some effect “in the ordinary course of events” – one need not want to or hope to cause the consequences.  This radically broadens what intent means when compared with a commonsense understanding of the term.  The meaning of “knowledge” is similarly expanded. To have knowledge, according to the Rome Statute, one only needs “awareness that a circumstance exists or a consequence will occur in the ordinary course of events.” One further point is important for my argument.  Both intent and knowledge, as defined by the Rome Statute, have a prospective element.  Actors are liable for the future effects of their actions. 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 In sum, to qualify as a crime against humanity all that is required are that multiple acts (7, 2. [a]) that result in widespread or systematic (7, 1.) severe deprivations of physical liberty (7. 2. [e]) or great suffering or serious injury to bodily or mental health (7, 1. [k]) be committed with the knowledge that these wrongs will occur in the normal course of events (30).  Widespread is left open to interpretation, and I will use a conservative definition of this term to protect the argument from this line of criticism. In fact, the court has already used similar reasoning, though to different ends.  In June 2009, a three‐judge panel used my reasoning for “attack” and “knowledge” in an indictment of an alleged warlord, Jean‐Pierre Bemba Gombo of the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) (ICC 2009: §73‐89).13 An attack does “not necessarily equate with a "military attack’” (§75). The judges write, “the commission of the acts referred to in article 7(1) of the Statute constitute the “attack” itself and, beside the commission of the acts, no additional requirement for the existence of an “attack” should be proven” (§75). For knowledge, the court reviews the relevant sections of article 30 of the Rome Statute and then comments that “the perpetrator must be aware that a widespread attack directed against a civilian population is taking place and that his action is part of the attack” (§88). To be convicted, the accused need not know the details of the attack (§88). He must be aware only that the relevant wrongs will occur in the ordinary course of events (§87‐8; Rome Statute 1998: Article 30 (3)). The ICC need not restrict this reasoning to crimes associated with war or conflict.                                                          









14 Accessed online at http://www.oed.com and the definition quoted is from section 2. Section 1. reads 
“extended over or occupying a wide space; broad in spatial extent.” 
15 Accessed online at http://www.oed.com and the definition quoted is from section 3.a., the first definition; 




16 The evidence need not be conclusive for my argument to be sustained because a significant part of the 
ICC’s duties are to do the very investigations that would prove or disprove the connection between 
corruption, say, and widespread civilian harms. Someone might object that in corrupt countries, even if a 
high-ranking official does not steal, lower-ranking officials could, which results in the same or similar 
negative outcomes.  Theoretically, though, if the higher ups cannot steal for fear of punishment, they may 
likely exert anti-corruption pressure on their subordinates as well. Nevertheless, if the high-ranking official 
did not steal, she would not be liable under the Rome Statute, though depending on the number of people 















17 The Dutch disease occurs when one export or one exporting sector, because of increasing demand for 
that country’s currency, raises the real exchange rate, which makes other sectors less internationally 
competitive, thus decreasing those exports. Additionally, because of the increases in profits in the exporting 
sector, it can pull investment and workers away from the non-exporting sector, further depressing those 
industries. Further complicating these adverse effects, often the goods exported are primary materials with 
highly volatile prices, creating planning problems for investors, workers, industries, and governments 
(Humphreys, Sachs, and Stiglitz 2007: 5-8). 
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18 This may not be the case for luxury items such as gold or diamonds, as the “Kimberley Process,” has 
shown (http://www.kimberleyprocess.com/), though recent reports have called its effectiveness into 
question (BBC 2009a).  If there is a continuum between necessity and luxury, there is far less likely to be 
meaningful reform the more goods are considered necessities because consumers and governments are less 



























20 The latter is normally categorized as a peace versus justice tradeoff, but for a number of reasons this 
mischaracterizes the second half of the debate, concerning justice or punishment. It is far from clear that the 
domestic analogy of equating punishment with justice can be translated to the international realm, 
especially for the vast crimes discussed here. Punishment, in other words, is often insufficient for justice, 
internationally. This is a claim I cannot defend here and will have to leave for a later date.   
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categorization of criminal and non‐criminal acts.  Intent is widely considered important in determining the extent of criminal or moral culpability, and hence degree of deserved punishment.  For the worst crimes that are not intended, just as for the worst crimes that are not violent, whether intended or not, the harms may be so severe and widespread that the limits of justifiable punishment are reached.  For example, should one really receive less jail time if that person only orchestrated the killing of 1,000 people, compared to someone who killed 10,000? Should someone who, by stealing funds that would have nourished 1,000 people, causes them to starve to death, receive a lesser jail sentence than someone who through theft caused 10,000 to starve? Our common assumptions, in other words, may break down at the large scale, though just where the cut off is for severity of punishment would require another paper, or book.21 Note that this allows for the common assumption that one may be more morally at fault if one commits, as opposed to fails to prevent, a wrong.  The problem is that normal methods of punishment conflict with the upper limits of what individual punishment can justly entail, especially regarding incarceration time.22  I am not arguing that all international criminals should receive the maximum punishment possible; punishment may need to vary according to rank.  This argument opposes the former discussion regarding deterrence.  Deterrence is normally thought to work in degrees: The harsher the punishment, the more likely the threat of punishment will deter. If punishment is not increasingly                                                         
21 For a related, but different, argument about individual morality, see Fishkin (1982).  
22 There are other, harsher methods of punishment that have been and still are used, such as torture, but I 
accept that there are limits to justifiable punishment. In other words, there are only a limited number of 
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